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WINDOWS VIRTUAL DESKTOP

Forsyte will deliver a quickstart to deploy Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) on
an existing tenant infrastructure. If the tenant is not deployed then Forsyte can
stand-up the core infrastructure for the deployment.
 

Forsyte will deploy the host pool, Azure AD resources, and infrastructure to
support WVD. If determined by latency Forsyte can optionally deploy Traffic
Manager and infrastructure in Azure to optimize for your needs. 
 

Forsyte will also work with the organization to publish apps, work
with FSLogic and script access for grouping for user access and administration
of the installation. 
 

Foryste will provide documentation for deployment and optionally can provided
managed services for this installation.

As your organization works through digital transformations to become more agile,
Windows Virtual Desktop is a prime example of fluid flexibility. Users can access
their expected desktop experience regardless of location. Access can be from any
device that contains either the WVD native client application or a Windows Virtual
Desktop HTML5 web client.

Virtualize both desktops and apps, then assign and connect users to them
Virtualize O365 ProPlus and deliver it to your users in an optimized environment
Reduce your CAPEX costs by lessening the impact of hardware product life cycles
Lower costs by pooling multi-session resources
Reduce the number of virtual machines in your environment
Bring your existing Remote Desktop Services (RDS) and Windows Server desktops
and apps to any computer with ease
Publish as many host pools as you need to accommodate your diverse workloads
Reduce your CAPEX costs by reducing the impact of hardware product life cycles
Provide a unified and simplified management experience for your admins

SET UP A SECURE & PRODUCTIVE
VIRTUAL DESKTOP EXPERIENCE
IN THE CLOUD

Deploy a complete, intelligent solution that enhances
creativity and collaboration for your organization.

Contact us to get started today & understand how we support Virtual Desktops.

Foryste helps you realize the benefits of WVD :

Driving Technology Innovation.
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